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Origin uses a predefined color table that enables you to associate colors with values. In the example above, the color of each point indicates its value. Color-blind-safe color palettes are included to help users identify the colors they want. A color-blind-safe color list is available to provide those users with access to even more color shades. Origin supports two built-in palettes and a custom color list.
Origin uses a built-in palette to compare and display two datasets. The palette supports "dither" patterns such as blue and red outlines. The purpose of the 2D graph is to let you draw a picture with sharp outlines. A quick way to draw a line is to place the mouse cursor where you want to draw. The double-click operation draws the line. The graph object is automatically placed at the cursor position.
When a major data change occurs, Origin gets updated automatically. To create a template for repetitive tasks, you can save your workspace settings as a project. A project can store all the figures, windows, views, and toolbars you have created. Other users can pick up the project by visiting the file tree location of the project with the same data used previously. The scale of Origin's default picture
ruler can be changed to suit the need. The interval and range can be adjusted for each plot. The range is between the minimum and maximum values of the dataset. The Origin-MATLAB integration enables you to run external MATLAB functions from Origin using a VCL/OpenGL-based interface. Origin works in either a standalone graphical user interface (Gtk3-based and in MacOS) or in a standalone

GUI, or in a standalone embedded MATLAB program, and supports the Portable Libraries.
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